Generate DS signal by multiplying a (narrowband) signal with a fast chip sequence c(t).
•
In the receiver, the signal is again multiplied by c(t). • DS-CDMA with nyquist pulse shapes, B T = 1/T c .
The multipath channel is seen as a discrete set of reflections 
Link Model
• Transmitter waveform m 0 (t) for a digital "0" and m 1 (t) for a digital "1", with m 0 (t) = -m 1 (t).
Reasonable if delay spread << 0.1 bit duration.
Optimum receiver
• According to Matched Filter theory: Multiply r(t) with expected waveforms if "0" or "1" was sent.
• Define reference (expected receive) waveforms .
Schemetic diagram of optimum Matched Filter receiver •
The optimal receiver uses knowledge on message waveforms and channel impulse response.
Matched filter receiver for DS
For BPSK, the decision variable becomes (7)
• the optimum receiver can be implemented by 
Spectrum Efficiency
Can a synchronous downlink "Code Division Multiplexing" link with spread factor N handle N simultaneous users?
• In a perfect LTI nondispersive AWGN channel: "Yes"
• In a dispersive multipath channel: "May be" -Walsh-Hadamard coding ensures orthogonality of direct-line-of-sight signals.
-Delay spread erodes orthogonality, but offers diversity.
How does the capacity depend on the delay profile?
Additional fingers introduce more interference, many existing studies assumpted i.i.d. paths and random codes.
In an indoor system, can we enhance capacity by adding another base station?
Sometimes NOT!
